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Rain and cloud affect radio wave operating in microwave and millimeterwave frequency bands and propagating 
through earth\'s atmosphere. It is seen that effects of rain are greater on radiowave than that of cloud. But, it is 
also seen that rain occurs for less percentage of time. On the other hand it has been found that cloud occurs for 
35% to 40% of the time on yearly average and continuously for weeks together.  It is therefore essential to know 
the effects of clouds on radiowave in microwave and millimeter frequency bands on different months and times. 
Some work has been done on the statistics of rain effects over different stations in India. As far as clouds are 
concerned, there is dearth of result on cloud characteristic morphology over the Indian subcontinent. Some of the 
important parameters in relation to cloud characteristics are cloud coverage, cloud height, cloud thickness and 
liquid water content within the cloud. 
     In this paper, cloud characteristics over some selected locations in different geographical regions in India have 
been presented. It is seen that low clouds occurrence over Indian northern plains is significant and particularly 
during July, August and September. In the months of July, August and September, the low clouds are found to 
occur for 22 days, 20 days and 18 days and 21 nights, 20 nights and 15 nights respectively. It has been found that 
over Indian east coastal stations during daytime (0830, 1130, 1430, and 1730 Hrs IST) in the months of June, 
July, August and September, the sky is covered with cloud for a significant percentage of time (90 % to 95 %). 
While during night time it has also been observed that in the month of June, July, August and September the sky 
is covered with clouds for a considerable percentage of time (70 % to 85 %). It is seen that low cloud occurrence 
over southern plains is quite significant particularly during June, July, August and September both during 
nighttime and daytime. The sky has been found to be covered wholly or partially with cloud over Indian desert 
for less percentage of time as compared to other locations. 
     It is seen from radar observations that cloud height over coastal stations varies from 5 km to 10 km. The most 
of the observations on rain bearing cloud indicate that these are convective types since melting layer is missing in 
these observations. The vertical height of stratiform rain or rain bearing cloud is estimated from the height of the 
bright band or melting layer. The portion below melting layer is usually called rain and above to it, may not be in 
liquid form. In case of convective cloud the liquid form of hydrometeors can also be found above the melting 
layer because of up and down drafts. Such type of rain bearing cloud more often is seen in tropical or equatorial 
places.  
     The liquid water content within the cloud has been determined by utilizing the concept of saturation mixing 
ratios at the bottom and top of the cloud.  A cloud is formed by rising a parcel of moist air passing through and 
above a level whose temperature is such that the relative humidity of the moist air parcel reaches one hundred 
percent. The water vapour content at this point is determined from saturation mixing ratio. Since the air continues 
to move up and the temperature decreases, the difference in mixing ratios is the amount of water vapour that has 
condensed out as liquid water. The liquid water content within the cloud in g/m3 has been determined and found 
to vary from 0.1 g/m3 to 0.96 g/m3 depending on cloud height and cloud thickness.  The liquid water content 
within the cloud is an essential parameter for cloud attenuation. Some typical estimated results on specific 
attenuation of radiowave due to cloud over some Indian locations at &#61566;10 GHz and 100 GHz are found to 
vary from 0.06 dB/km to 0.12 dB/km and from 6.85 dB/km to 11.98 dB/km respectively. 
   


